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Abstract Injury to neural tissue renders voltage-gated Na+

(Nav) channels leaky. Even mild axonal trauma initiates Na+-
loading, leading to secondary Ca2+-loading and white matter
degeneration. The nodal isoform is Nav1.6 and for Nav1.6-
expressing HEK-cells, traumatic whole cell stretch causes an
immediate tetrodotoxin-sensitive Na+-leak. In stretch-
damaged oocyte patches, Nav1.6 current undergoes damage-
intensity dependent hyperpolarizing- (left-) shifts, but whether
left-shift underlies injured-axon Nav-leak is uncertain. Nav1.6
inactivation (availability) is kinetically limited by (coupled to)
Nav activation, yielding coupled left-shift (CLS) of the two
processes: CLS should move the steady-state Nav1.6 “window
conductance” closer to typical firing thresholds. Here we sim-
ulated excitability and ion homeostasis in free-running nodes
of Ranvier to assess if hallmark injured-axon behaviors—Na+-
loading, ectopic excitation, propagation block—would occur
with Nav-CLS. Intact/traumatized axolemma ratios were
varied, and for some simulations Na/K pumps were included,
with varied in/outside volumes. We simulated saltatory propa-
gation with one mid-axon node variously traumatized. While
dissipating the [Na+] gradient and hyperactivating the Na/K

pump, Nav-CLS generated neuropathic pain-like ectopic
bursts. Depending on CLS magnitude, fraction of Nav chan-
nels affected, and pump intensity, tonic or burst firing or nodal
inexcitability occurred, with [Na+] and [K+] fluctuating. Severe
CLS-induced inexcitability did not preclude Na+-loading; in
fact, the steady-state Na+-leaks elicited large pump currents. At
a mid-axon node, mild CLS perturbed normal anterograde
propagation, and severe CLS blocked saltatory propagation.
These results suggest that in damaged excitable cells, Nav-
CLS could initiate cellular deterioration with attendant hyper-
or hypo-excitability. Healthy-cell versions of Nav-CLS, how-
ever, could contribute to physiological rhythmic firing.
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1 Introduction

A devastating aspect of traumatic brain injury is that even in
the “penumbra”, where the initial damage is mild and there
is no axolemmal rupture, axon demise continues for hours
and days (Smith et al. 2003). Saving the penumbral axons is
a major but entirely unmet clinical goal; one impediment is
that, while voltage-gated sodium channel (Nav) dysfunction
is known to be a key factor, their sustained post-trauma
“leakiness” is poorly understood. Mechanical insults (Wolf
et al. 2001), like ischemic insults (Schafer et al. 2009),
induce tetrodotoxin (TTX)-sensitive degenerative excito-
toxic cascades; Na+-loading occurs because of injury-
modified Nav channel activity (Yuen et al. 2009; Wang et
al. 2009). Elevated intracellular Na+ concentration ([Na+]i)
eventually stalls the Na+/Ca2+ exchangers and as Ca2+-ex-
trusion fails, multiple intracellular [Ca2+]i-sensitive
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processes over-activate, with ATP depletion and reactive
oxygen species further exacerbating the damage (Stys
2004). Among the Ca-sensitive enzymes governing plasma
membrane integrity are lipases, gelsolin, acto-myosin-
regulating proteins, and calpain. Over-activate calpain
destroys the spectrin skeleton that organizes Nav-rich axo-
nal membranes, and in stroke models, calpain-cleaved spec-
trin fragments bespeak irretrievable axon damage (McGinn
et al. 2009). What links mechanical (or ischemic or inflam-
matory) insult to lethal Nav channel leak? The attendant
bleb-like degradation of the Nav-rich membrane, we postu-
late (Wang et al. 2009; Morris 2011a). A membrane bleb is a
patch of bilayer that has lost its adhesion to membrane
skeleton. Catastrophic blebbing is a feature of apoptosis,
but blebbing also has less extreme manifestations. These
include the benign reversible blebbing of ameboid crawling
(Charras and Paluch 2008) and what is at issue here, namely
injury-induced (and potentially reversible (Draeger et al.
2011)) damage (Morris et al. 2012a). Integral membrane
proteins in damaged membrane regions will see bilayer
structures that are fluidized, abnormally symmetric, thin,
and laterally disordered. To activate at their normal physio-
logical voltages, voltage-gated channels require normally-
structured bilayer (Morris 2011c). In damaged membranes,
they activate too easily, i.e., at abnormally hyperpolarized
(left-shifted) voltages (Morris 2011a, b). Irreversibly left-
shifted activation of Nav channels in bleb-like membrane,
we hypothesized (Wang et al. 2009), underlies lethal Nav-
leak in traumatized axons or ischemically-damaged (Schafer
et al. 2009) axon initial segments.

Observations motivating this hypothesis include: 1) trauma
causes blebbing of the Nav1.6-rich node of Ranvier axo-
lemma (Maxwell 1996; Lorincz and Nusser 2010), 2) abrupt
whole-cell stretch of Nav1.6-expressing HEK cells causes
immediate TTX-sensitive Na+-loading (Na+-dye experiments
(Wang et al. 2009)), and 3) oocyte-expressed Nav1.6 channels
in progressively damagedmembrane (pipette aspiration) show
progressive, irreversible left-shift of activation and steady-
state inactivation (availability), consistent with a progressive
irreversible decrease of the energy barrier for Nav activation
(Wang et al. 2009). Similar shifting occurs for Nav1.5
expressed in HEK cells (Beyder et al. 2010). Since Nav
“inactivation particle” binding is kinetically coupled to the
activation process, Nav window conductance, the steady-state
product of activation and availability, left-shifts whenever
activation shifts. Compared to healthy Navs in uninjured
axolemma, Navs in adjacent damaged membrane would pro-
duce low-threshold “persistent INa” (“Nav-leak”) resembling
the pacemaker neuron “subthreshold persistent INa” described
by Taddese and Bean (2002).

To simulate realistic coupling of inactivation to an acti-
vation process that generates a subthreshold persistent INa,
Taddese and Bean (2002) use a many-state allosteric

Markov model; in that model a Nav channel passes both
persistent and transient INa because the inactivating particle
binds weakly to the resting-state channel but strongly to the
already-activated channel. It turns out that the minimally
changed standard Hodgkin-Huxley model used here to mim-
ic the shifted operation of damaged-membrane Nav1.6
channels can approximate this outcome, while being com-
putationally tractable.

Axonal Nav1.6 channel transient INa underlies propagat-
ing action potentials (APs), but axons also show persistent
or “non-inactivating” INa of uncertain provenance (Stys et
al. 1993; Burbidge et al. 2002; Tokuno et al. 2003). Bostock
and Rothwell (1997) reported a peripheral axon persistent
INa resembling a Taddese-Bean subthreshold persistent INa.
Persistent INa in the first node of central axons also appears
to behave this way (Kole 2011).

A coupled left-shift (CLS) model of Hodgkin-Huxley
(HH) activation/availability is used here to mimic traumatic
Nav leak (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952). Our “damage-in-
duced persistent INa” emerges from HH formulations by
making m and h (the HH parameters for activation and
inactivation) for the affected channels left-shift by the same
number of millivolts. This mirrors experimental data (Wang
et al. 2009) for Nav1.6-bearing membrane during
mechanically-induced damage. There, activation and avail-
ability exhibit kinetic coupling both before and after trauma-
induced left-shift. The experimental trauma decreases
steady-state Nav1.6 INa near 0 mV; in our CLS trauma
model, steady-state INa decreases near 0 mV (while increas-
ing near Vrest). In stark contrast, the widely-held assumption
is that increased “non-inactivating-gNa”must be what under-
lies Nav-leak in trauma, ischemia, inflammation, etc. (e.g.,
Wolf et al. 2001; Monnerie et al. 2010). In that case, steady-
state INa near 0 mV would always increase with trauma.
However, for recombinant Nav1.6 (Wang et al. 2009) it
seldom does so, but CLS is always observed with trauma.
Because of this and because other consequences of CLS-
based Nav-leak via otherwise normally-functioning Nav
channels are not self-evident, we undertook this computa-
tional study.

Our initial goal was to test if CLS of Nav channel
operation (Nav-CLS) could reasonably be expected to gen-
erate sufficient axonal Na+-leak to dissipate the Na+ gra-
dients in myelinated axons within minutes or hours. To
validate our system, we over-stimulated the intact system
(with pumps included) while monitoring excitability-
induced Na+-loading followed by ion gradient recovery.
Then, both without and with pumps, we characterized
behaviors in minimally-stimulated and spontaneously active
axon systems as the proportions of intact versus CLS-
traumatized axolemma were varied. It emerged that Nav-
CLS would be able to run the system down in minutes or
hours (depending on CLS intensity), and that, in the process,
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it would generate dysfunctional patterns of excitability. How
INa abnormalities in trauma-induced peripheral neuropathic
pain arise has been unclear (Kovalsky et al. 2009) so it was
interesting that with pump activity included in our system,
Nav-CLS yielded bursting behaviors such as occur in neu-
ropathic pain and related ectopic excitation phenomena
(Devor 2009). In any system, extracellular space magnitude
unavoidably affects pump efficacy and we found that CLS-
induced burst duration and frequency varied steeply with
variations in extracellular volume.

While traumatic nerve injury was the context for model-
ing effects of Nav-CLS, our simulations could pertain to

diverse situations of injury and/or excitable cell plasticity in
which sub-populations of Nav channels exhibited CLS.

2 Materials and methods

This study uses electrical circuit models (Fig. 1) solved with
in-house computer programs that build on the Hodgkin-
Huxley (HH) model (1952) (the codes have been uploaded
to the database ModelDB). The model has a transient Na+

current (INa due to Nav channels), and a non-inactivating
fast K+ current (IK due to Kv channels), plus an unspecified

Fig. 1 Cartoons of models used for axon simulations. (a) Single node
with conductances and fixed reversal potentials (mimicking fixed ion
concentrations and short times, as per Table 1, single nodes). By contrast,
when pump activity is added to the single node model, driving forces
varied and inside and outside volumes are made explicit (as per Table 2);
(b) For studying saltatory propagation, a ten-node myelinated axon was
modeled, with one node (#6) given a specified CLS (of “X” mV) to a
specified fraction of the total nodal gNa (see Eq. (10) and accompanying

text for explanation); (c) Equivalent circuit (3 nodes and 2 internodes
depicted) for saltatory propagation (as noted under Table 1). (d) As
implied in (a), the ion homeostasis model included variable axoplasmic
and external volumes plus a Na/K pump and pumps leak as well as the
usual HH conductances. Shaded regions labeled with m are myelinated.
A fraction of the nodal axolemma is depicted as having incurred damage
by becoming dissociated from the spectrin-actin-based cortical
cytoskeleton
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ohmic leak, Ileak. When the model specifies volumes and
allows for concentration changes, currents carried by the
electrogenic Na/K-ATPase (pump) are present, and leak
conductances specifically for Na+ and K+ are included.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 lists values used in the models. Model
equations were solved using a 4th order Runge–Kutta
scheme with variable time-step.

2.1 The basic axon model

Axonal voltage excursions are modeled for individual nodes
of Ranvier with HH kinetics. The master equation for mem-
brane potential Vm (t) at a single node is:

dVm

dt
¼ �1

C
INa þ IK þ Ileak þ Iint þ Istimð Þ; ð1Þ

where t is time, C is nodal membrane capacitance, Iint is the
interaction current between adjacent nodes and Istim is stim-
ulating current, supplied as required at the first node.
Currents are independent from each other except through
Vm. INa is modeled in HH fashion as:

INa ¼ m3hgNa Vm � ENað Þ; ð2Þ
with gNa the maximal conductance through Nav channels
and ENa the sodium reversal potential. m and h are the
voltage- and time-dependent activation and inactivation var-
iables, (i.e. m0m(Vm,t) and h0h(Vm,t)) such that m3h gives
the open probability of a channel, and are given by:

dm

dt
¼ am 1� mð Þ � bmm; ð3Þ

dh

dt
¼ ah 1� hð Þ � bhh; ð4Þ

with rate constants given by:

am ¼ 0:1
Vm þ 40ð Þ

1� exp � Vm þ 40ð Þ=10½ � ; ð5Þ

bm ¼ 4 exp � Vm þ 65ð Þ=18½ � ð6Þ

ah ¼ 0:07 exp � Vm þ 65ð Þ=20½ �; ð7Þ

bh ¼
1

1þ exp � Vm þ 35ð Þ=10½ � : ð8Þ

The units of potential and time in Eqs. (5) to (8) and
throughout this work are mV and ms respectively.Eqs. (3)
and (4) can be expressed in the form:

dx

dt
¼ x1 � x

tx
; ð9Þ

Table 1 Inputs to models. Axon model without pump (single or multi-
node myelinated axon)

**Membrane capacitance C01 μF/cm2

**Stimulating current Istim012 μA/cm2

**Transient Na conductance,
maximal

gNa0120 mS/cm2

**Transient K conductance,
maximal

gK036 mS/cm2

Leak conductance gleak00.25 mS/cm2

Na reversal potential ENa050 mV

K reversal potential EK0−77 mV

Resting potential Vrest0−65.5 mV

Leak reversal potential Eleak0−54.4 mV

# Internodal conductance per
unit area

κ00.14 mS/cm2 (for multi-node axons)

**These values also apply to Table 2, # only for multi-node model

Hodgkin–Huxley axon models values as used by Ochab-Marcinek et
al. (2009)

Table 2 Inputs to models. Single node model with pump

Temperature T0293.15 K

Volume of inside compartment voli03×10
−15 m3

(not varied here)

Volume of outside compartment volo03×10
−15 m3

(varied in simulations)

Surface area S06×10−8 cm2

Initial inside Na concentration [Na]i020 mM

Initial outside Na concentration [Na]o0154 mM

Initial inside K concentration [K]i0150 mM

Initial outside K concentration [K]o06 mM

Initial Na reversal potential ENa051.5 mV

Initial K reversal potential EK0−81.3 mV

Intact resting potential Vrest0−59.9 mV

K pump leak conductance gKleak00.1 mS/cm2

Na pump leak conductance gNaleak00.25 mS/cm2

Leak conductance gleak00.5 mS/cm2

Leak reversal potential Eleak0−59.9 mV

Maximum pump current Imaxpump090.9 μA/cm2

Pump K- Michaelis-Menten constant KmK03.5 mM (extracellular)

Pump Na- Michaelis-Menten constant KmNa 010 mM (intracellular)

Pump current at Vrest Ipump010.731 μA/cm2

Based on values from Kager et al. (2000) and Läuger (1991)

Table 3 Inputs to models. Parameters for the Nav-CLS model of
traumatic Nav-leak (for all simulations)

Fraction of affected channels AC00…1, as specified

Left-shift of the affected channels LSAC00…35 mV, as specified

Coupled shifts of m and
h Vm-midpoints

for AC>0 and/or LSAC>0, apply
Eq. (10)

See Materials and Methods
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where x represents the m or h variable, and with x1 Vmð Þ ¼
ax

axþbx
and tx Vmð Þ ¼ 1

axþbx
.

2.2 Adding coupled left-shift (Nav-CLS) to axon models

To left-shift Nav channel function, i.e. to simulate effects of
experimental membrane trauma on Nav1.6 (Wang et al.
2009), both functions for m and h (i.e. x∞(Vm) and τx(Vm))
are displaced towards more hyperpolarized potentials. This
is accomplished by the simple expedient of replacing Vm in
Eqs. (5) to (8) by (Vm+LSAC), where LSAC is the left-shift of
affected channels (AC). This approach finds direct experi-
mental justification in the behavior of Nav1.6 channels in
membranes subjected to mechanical trauma, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(c) (see also Fig. 3 of Wang et al. 2009). Additionally,
to account for situations where some fraction of nodal
channels are traumatized while the rest remain intact, the
fraction of affected channels, AC, that have undergone a
left-shift, LSAC, of “X” mV, is included in Eq. (2) (see
Fig. 1(d); ~40% of this node is blebbed: AC00.4) and total
nodal INa for the damaged node becomes:

INa ¼ m3h 1� ACð Þ þ m3
LShLSAC

� �
Vm � ENað ÞgNa: ð10Þ

Since the only channel-related change is a voltage-shift
(by LSAC) of m and h functions, .we term the model of
trauma embodied in Eq. (10) “coupled left-shift” (CLS)
(Fig. 2(a)).

Overlap of the activation and availability Boltzmanns
accounts for a steady-state window conductance that under-
lies a voltage-dependent persistent current (Fig. 2(b)). CLS
decreases window conductance near 0 mV while increasing
it near a typical axonal resting potential. The now more-
hyperpolarized foot of the activation curve falls too close to
firing thresholds, so the left-shifted Nav channels (Nav-
CLS) are “leaky” even though their steady-state current at
0 mV is reduced.

A non-inactivating IK contributes to membrane repolariza-
tion during APs and is modeled as:

IK ¼ n4gK Vm � EKð Þ; ð11Þ
where gK is the maximal potassium conductance and EK is the
potassium reversal potential, n4 is the voltage-dependent open
probability and evolves according to:

dn

dt
¼ an 1� nð Þ � bnn; ð12Þ

Fig. 2 Coupled left-shift (CLS) model of trauma: displaced window
current as “Nav- leak”. (a) Equilibrium values of activation (m3(V))
and inactivation (h(V)) variables for the intact membrane (black) and
after a 20 mV left-shift (grey). (b) The steady-state open probability,
m3h, of the intact and 20 mV left-shifted condition yields a “window
conductance” whose magnitude is less at 0 mV (vertical line and
circles) but greater at voltages nearer to normal Vrest (−65.5 mV in
fixed concentration calculations). (c) Example of recombinant Nav1.6

current before (black) and after (grey) a mechanically-induced mem-
brane damage i) INa(t) upon stepping to −15 mV before and after
traumatic stretch. ii) From this patch, before/after, data peak-
normalized INa(t), as labeled, illustrating that for this particular patch,
and for this particular trauma, a coupled left-shift (i.e. “CLS”) of
20 mV fully accounted for the trauma-induced kinetic (i.e., time
course) changes (modified from Wang et al. (2009), where smaller
and larger CLS examples are also illustrated)
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with:

an ¼ 0:01
Vm þ 55ð Þ

1� exp � Vmþ55
10

� � ; ð13Þ

bn ¼ 0:125 exp � Vm þ 55

10

� �
ð14Þ

Ileak, the leak current, is given by:

Ileak ¼ gleak Vm � Eleakð Þ: ð15Þ

2.3 Saltatory propagation

We use the simplest model of saltatory propagation in my-
elinated axons (e.g., Ochab-Marcinek et al. 2009), which
assumes myelin to be a perfect insulator and each node is
connected to its neighbor by a simple resistor representing
the internodal axoplasmic conductance, κ, as in Fig. 1(c).
We used a κ value (Table 1) shown by Ochab-Marcinek et
al. (2009) to yield 1:1 node-to-node transmission of APs,
which would therefore mimic the situation for typical-sized
internode distances of 1–2 mm (see their Fig. 2), though
note that this simplest version of saltatory propagation leaves
geometries implicit. The interaction current for node i is then
given by:

Iint ¼ k Vm i� 1ð Þ þ Vm iþ 1ð Þ � 2VmðiÞ½ � ð16Þ

at every node except the first and the last one where it is given
(in a ten-node axon; Fig. 1(b)) respectively by:

Iint ¼ k Vmð2Þ � Vmð1Þ½ �; ð17Þ

Iint ¼ k Vmð9Þ � Vm 10ð Þ½ �: ð18Þ

where Vm(i) is the membrane potential at node i.
In the intact 10-node axon, each node faithfully (1:1)

reproduces and propagates (after a brief delay for next-
node capacitance charging) APs stimulated at node #1.
This is true for Istim or –Istim. An “operational length con-
stant” of this simple multi-node model can be gauged by
injecting a prolonged hyperpolarizing stimulus (we used –
Istim) at node #1. This yields (at steady-state) a Vm change at
node #2 that is slightly less than 1/e of the Vm change
elicited at node #1. Thus, the (scale-free) length constant is
slightly less than one node-to-node distance. Turn-off of—
Istim, we note, elicits, at node #1, a single “anode break”-
induced action potential that propagates faithfully to node
#10.

2.4 Modeling ion homeostasis plus excitability in an injured
node of Ranvier

In this section a single injured node of Ranvier with pumps
is considered without or with injected current. The basic
equation for this model is:

dVm

dt
¼ � 1

C

INa þ IK þ INapump þ IKpump þ INaleak þ IKleak þ Ileak þ Istim
� �

;

ð19Þ

Fig. 3 Testing the full system. (a) Istim is applied (black bar) to an
intact node (AC00, LSAC00 mV). It fires a prolonged burst, causing
ion gradients to slowly dissipate (see EK and ENa). After Istim is
terminated, firing stops and system variables slowly return to their
initial levels; this shows that the node system is computationally stable.
(b) When a mild CLS-trauma affecting all Nav channels in the node
(AC01, LSAC01.5 mV) is imposed (see arrow in expanded inset), the
system fires spontaneously (there is no Istim here). By ~10 s, due to
pump activity, the system has settled into a new slightly hyperpolarized
(by 2 mV) steady-state. Note the different time scales in A and B
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where INapump and IKpump are Na and K currents generated
by the Na/K pump and INaleak and IKleak are ohmic Na and K
leaks (gNaleak and gKleak) needed to provide a stable Vrest for
the HH system when the Na/K pump is added (see Kager et
al. 2000). The other currents are as previously defined.

The Na/K pump is an ATP-driven transporter that uptakes
2 K+ and extrudes 3 Na+ per cycle. It is weakly dependent
on membrane potential and strongly dependent on the Na+

and K+ binding site kinetics and respective concentrations.
Because the pump reverses at a very hyperpolarized poten-
tial (~−200 mV (Lemieux et al. 1992)), and is weakly
dependent on membrane potential over the range studied,
we use the pump current formulation given by Läuger
(1991) (see also Kager et al. 2000):

IKpump ¼ �2Imax pmp 1þ KmK

½Kþ�o

� 	�2

� 1þ KmNa

½Naþ�i

� 	�3

ð20Þ

INapump ¼ � 3

2
IKpump ð21Þ

where Imaxpmp is the maximal current generated by the pump
and KmK and KmNa are Michaelis-Menten dissociation con-
stants. The specific pump leaks for ion species X (i.e.
Na+ or K+) are:
IXleak ¼ gXleak Vm � EXð Þ ð22Þ

Concentrations in intracellular and extracellular compart-
ments change as ions X flow in and out as given by:

d½X �i
dt

¼ � IXTS

Fvoli
; ð23Þ

d½X �o
dt

¼ IXTS

Fvolo
ð24Þ

where F is the Faraday constant, voli and volo are volumes
of interior and exterior compartments respectively, S is
nodal surface area and IXT denotes total currents for ion
species X (e.g., INaT ¼ INa þ INapump þ INaleak ).

The reversal potential of X (Na+ or K+) is calculated as:

EX ¼ � RT

F
ln

X½ �i
X½ �o

: ð25Þ

For the system to attain a steady-state, leak conductances
and maximal pump activity need to be balanced. Since Na/K
ATPase uptakes 2 K+ per 3 Na+ extruded, pump leak con-
ductances are adjusted so total Na+ and K+ currents have a
ratio of 3:2 at the initial concentrations with the resting
potential at −59.9 mV. Maximal pump activity is then set

to bring the system to steady-state (i.e. total currents for
each ion species are zero).

The parameters used for the myelinated axon and the single
node models are found in Table 1 for no-pump axons and in
Table 2 with pumps included. Table 3 indicates the parameters
involved in modeling “CLS trauma” (the experimental and
mechanistic underpinnings of which are found in Fig. 2).

3 Results

3.1 Testing the full one node system (channels, pumps,
volumes) without and with a CLS-type “trauma”

The global stability of the control system, a single intact node,
with pumping includedwas tested with a prolonged injection of
current, Istim, that elicits a train of action potentials (APs) (see
Fig. 3(a)) (parameter values in Tables 1 and 2). During the train,
ion gradients dissipated, but when Istim was stopped, pump
activity was able to slowly return the system to its initial state.
The system, in other words, was stable. Next, in Fig. 3(b), we
show that when a mild CLS is applied (at the arrow in the
insert), the node begins to fires spontaneously (i.e. with abso-
lutely no injection of Istim). The system, in other words, exhibits
ectopic activity. This abnormal (spontaneous) activity continues
for almost 10 s then Vm abruptly settles to a new steady state.

In simulating and monitoring trauma in this way, the
intact systems (sometimes without pumps, or as here, with
pumps) are allowed to reach steady-state (~100 ms) then a
CLS (see Materials and Methods) is applied. Once a new
steady-state is reached (100–500 ms depending on the sim-
ulation), spike counting begins (typically for 5 s). Where
applicable, Istim is then applied; this serves to further probe
whether the system’s excitability properties have changed
due to the CLS. For AP trains, firing rates (spikes/s) are
assessed by counting each time Vm crosses some value
(typically −15 mV) in the positive direction.

3.2 Single node- fixed ion concentrations (i.e. no pumps)

The basic consequences of Nav-CLS for system excitability
were examined with ion concentrations fixed (i.e., no
pumps), simulating short time scales. To limit model com-
plexity only one node is considered in this section (param-
eter values in Table 1). AC and LSAC are systematically
varied to simulate blebbing of different fractions of nodal
membrane (AC) (Maxwell 1996) to different degrees of
severity (LSAC) (Wang et al. 2009). The computed firing
rates are plotted in Fig. 4. The rates were obtained as
illustrated in the sample Vm(t) trajectories of Fig. 5(a), and
the distinctive trajectory patterns are described and charac-
terized as trauma behaviour regimes in the next paragraph.
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Applying a relatively small CLS to a large enough fraction
of Nav channels (Istim00) induces whatwe term “spontaneous”
firing when the shifted component of window current is large
enough near Vrest to depolarize Vm past threshold. In Fig. 5(a)
the grey symbols marked “spontaneous” reproduce the AC01
plot of Fig. 4(c). Figure 5(a) also reproduces, overlapped, the
AC01 plot of Fig. 4(d) which is for “stimulated” (black sym-
bols) nodes. The regimes identified are intact and a–d: they are
characterized by the combination of their spontaneous (grey
bar) and stimulated (black bar) firing patterns. The traces
below exemplify the patterns. Intact nodes show no spontane-
ous firing and respond to Istim with tonic firing. In regime a
(“hypersensitive”) there is no spontaneous firing but Istim elicits
tonic firing at frequencies linearly increasing with LSAC. In
regime b (“tonic firing”) the node shows spontaneous tonic
firing and Istim elicits tonic firing at even higher frequencies;
both firing rates increase linearly with LSAC. In regime c
(“tonic firing/depolarizing block”) the node shows spontane-
ous tonic firing but is in fact on the brink of inexcitability;
firing is eradicated by Istim, which causes a sustained depolar-
ization and renders the axon refractory. In regime d

(“depolarizing block”) the node’s response to injury is a rapidly
damped burst of firing ending in a sustained depolarization;
Istim elicits no appreciable change, verifying that the node is
inexcitable (inactivation prevails).

Following a similar analysis the entirety of Fig. 4 data is
collated in Fig. 5(b) which is a trauma behavior regime
diagram. This diagram shows that increases of AC and/or
LSAC will contribute to the overall severity of Nav-CLS
injury. The regime plot is dominated by tonic firing, either
spontaneous or stimulated. At some point however depola-
rizing block takes over. To visualize how varying Nav-CLS
injury affects total nodal window current, we have plotted in
Fig. 6 examples of some Nav window conductances. This
plot also indicates some key system values along the Vm axis
(e.g., Vrest., and V0.5 for n

4(V), which is the gating variable
for Kv Popen). When Nav channels suffer a CLS, threshold
potentials will left-shift as the activation limb of the window
conductance moves leftward (Fig. 6). Exacerbating this
gating-shift aspect of “Nav-leak”, the driving force on the
injured component of window conductance increases to
(Vm+LSAC -ENa) instead of the intact value (Vm-ENa).

Fig. 4 CLS-induced spontaneous and stimulated firing rates in a no-
pump node. Tonic firing rates as the fraction of affected channels (AC)
and the magnitude of coupled left-shift of affected channels (LSAC) is
varied, without (a, c) and with stimulation (b, d). Frequencies were
assessed after the initial rapidly damped voltage excursions. For stimula-
tion, Istim (Table 1) was injected once the “CLS-trauma” had been

imposed and the system was at its new (post-“injury”) steady-state
condition. Examples of the modeled Vm(t) traces used to generate these
plots are shown in Fig. 5(a) (intact, a, b, c, d); note both the post-injury
settling process and the subsequent response to Istim. The X marked in A
(at AC00.5, LSAC020 mV) corresponds to “AC00.5” in Fig. 6; the same
condition is also marked with an X in Fig. 5(b)
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Thus CLS injury yields spontaneous tonic firing. But as
injury becomes increasingly severe, decreased availability
(corresponding, as indicated in Fig. 6, to the right-hand side
of the window conductances) dominates over the influence
of the stimulatory (CLS-enhanced) window current, and
spontaneous firing is lost. For an example (AC01) of the
transition from spontaneous tonic firing to a fully refractory
condition, consider Fig. 5ac and ad. There, as LSAC goes
from 17 mV to 19 mV, spontaneous tonic firing gives way to
rapidly damping APs that culminate in a new depolarized

Vrest. Crucially, however, even if excitability has been lost,
the Nav window conductance (“Nav-leak”) provides a dan-
gerously large component of the resting conductance. In
Fig. 6 with LSAC020 mV, for instance, the depolarized
Vrest almost coincides with the peak value of the window
conductance.

It is interesting to consider a seemingly mild trauma of
AC00.05, equivalent to a bleb encompassing 5% of nodal
membrane. For LSAC<12 mV (Fig. 4(c), open circles) spon-
taneous firing is absent, but above that (LSAC 12 mV to

Fig. 5 Excitability regimes at a single no-pump node of Ranvier; intact
and increasing CLS. (a) For AC01, comparing firing rates for CLS-
induced activity without (spontaneous) and with Istim (stimulated) for
increasing LSAC (these overlapping plots are extracted from Fig. 4c,d).
Below are examples of Vm(t) for the intact situation and for four distinc-
tive regimes of trauma-behavior: a, hypersensitive; b, tonic firing; c, tonic

firing/depolarizing block; d, depolarizing block. Dashed lines indicate
0 mV. Nav-CLS (grey bars) imposed at 100 ms, then Istim (black bars) at
400 ms. (b) For all the conditions covered in Fig. 4, activity regimes for a
node are constructed according to the definitions inA.Note that the Vm(t)
examples used for A fall along the right hand y-axis (AC01). The X is
explained in the legend to Fig. 4
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30 mV) the maximal (shifted) window conductance is close
enough to Vrest (illustrated in Fig. 6 for LSAC020 mV) that
the shifted portion of window current is large enough to
induce spontaneous activity. The Nav-CLS could be seen as
a stimulating current “setting off” the rest of the node.

If one then considers the AC00.05 case with an actual
application of Istim (Fig. 4(b,d)), it is immediately evident
that the mild CLS has rendered the axon hyperexcitable,
even in the LS range with no spontaneous activity. Likewise
for another variant of mild trauma, i.e. small LSAC, large AC
(Fig. 4(b,d)). Such Nav-CLS-induced hyperexcitable
responses to what would normally be a barely supraliminal
stimulus could contribute to sensory allodynia such as
reported for damaged “algoneurons” (Fried et al. 2011).

For large AC, spontaneous firing occurs at low LS but at
some LS level, tonic firing gives way to a more depolarized
quiescence and again, excitability is tested by injecting Istim.
In Fig. 4(b,d) we see that not only are axons rendered
quiescent by large LSAC, and less excitable than normal,
but that inexcitability appears for lower values of LSAC (in
the Fig. 5(a) plot, compare regime c for spontaneous and

stimulated firing frequencies). As illustrated for the case
AC01 (Fig. 4(d)), the transition is sharp: at LS016 mV,
Istim makes the axon fire tonically (albeit at reduced AP
amplitude (Fig. 5ab)) but at LS017 mV, Istim causes sponta-
neous tonic APs to rapidly damp out. Severe Nav-CLS
trauma, in other words, pushes the axon to the verge of
depolarizing block.

Thus, depending on Nav-CLS intensity and on whether
the axon receives further inputs, the CLS model of trauma
exhibits combinations of quiescence (which has hypersen-
sitive and inexcitable versions), spontaneous (ectopic) ac-
tivity, hyperactivity and rapidly-damping hypo-excitability.

3.3 What if gK left-shifted too?

At the node of Ranvier, gNa dominates over gK in an even
more pronounced fashion than in the HH model.
Nevertheless, for the sake of interest, we tested (not shown)
in our HH-based model, the effect of left-shifting Kv chan-
nels to the same extent as the Nav channels (i.e., for the
several CLS conditions illustrated in Fig. 5(a) a-d plus a few
others). Thus, at trauma onset (AC01) the conditions were,
Nav-CLS/K-LS: 1.5, 5, 16, 17, 19, 24 mV). In general, these
double-shifts hold off the onset of spontaneous AP trains
until larger LS values (in cases of mild trauma, this could
seen as “protective”) but then, with deepening LS, the
double-shifts yielded ectopic bursting up to more depolar-
ized levels, albeit involving voltage oscillations of increas-
ingly reduced amplitude (these unwanted Na+ influxes
would render the severe double-shifts even more deleterious
than severe Nav-CLS alone). Traumatic left-shift of multiple
conductances would likely be untidier than “equal left-
shifts”. At nodes of Ranvier, Nav and Kv channels are
spatially separated, and along axon initial segments, too,
expression of channels is spatially heterogeneous (Duflocq
et al. 2011). Nav and Kv channels likely inhabit different
lipid nano-environments (Gu and Gu 2011), and, given their
structural and kinetic distinctiveness, would differ in their
inherent specific propensities to left-shift due to bilayer
disorder (Morris 2011c).

3.4 Propagation along a myelinated axon

For saltatory propagation in a simulated myelinated axon
(without pumps) (Fig. 1(b,c)), the computational procedure
necessarily has added features. With CLS applied at the
injured mid-axon node (#6), nodes equilibrate individually
for 100 ms, then internode interactions are turned on. The
interconnected node system is allowed to re-equilibrate for
150 ms. AP frequency is then measured, typically for 5 s.
An injured node operating in trauma activity regime b or c
fires spontaneously, and these ectopically generated mid-
axon APs propagate in both directions. Note the delayed

Fig. 6 Dysfunctions of excitability and coupled left-shift. Window
conductances, m3h(V), for the intact system and for two variants
(AC01, AC00.5) of a 20 mV Nav-CLS, plotted with important poten-
tial values labeled to indicate where the normal (AC00) and damage-
shifted window conductances would fall relative to system driving
forces and conductance parameters. The AC00.5 condition is high-
lighted in Figs. 4 and 6 with an X. Only one of the window conduc-
tances has labels on its activation-dominated and availability– i.e.
inactivation- dominated limbs (left-side and right-side respectively)
but this applies to all of them. The HH axon threshold voltage
is ~−57 mV (a value determined from bifurcation analyses). The
triangle marks −19 mV, the midpoint of n4(V), the activation
Boltzmann for HH Kv channels. The 3 situations: intact node (AC0
0, LSAC00 mV), node with the entire membrane traumatized (AC01,
LSAC020 mV), node with half the membrane traumatized (AC00.5,
LSAC020 mV). For Nav1.6 channels, 20 mV represents a very large
(albeit not maximal) left-shift (Wang et al. 2009). Together with Fig. 2a
(equilibrium curves for h(V) and m3(V)), these plots encapsulate how
window currents are linked to nodal excitability. Vrest in intact nodes is
well below peak m3h(V), so no Iwindow flows unless an external stim-
ulus depolarizes Vm. With the entire node traumatized, Vrest almost
coincides with peak m3h(V) and the system is inexcitable. The AC0
0.5 case exemplifies a situation where a “subthreshold persistent
Iwindow” triggers spontaneous tonic firing; Vrest, being ill-defined under
these circumstances, is not plotted
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arrival of APs at node #10 in Fig. 7(a) (for a regime b
injured node #6). This would send inappropriate signals
towards both axon terminals and the neuronal soma.

In Fig. 7(b) a severely injured node #6 (regime d) exhib-
its a damped oscillation as it settles to its new depolar-
ized value while nodes #1 and #10 have normal Vrest
values. Later, with Istim turned on at node #1 (black
bar), node #6 blocks the APs propagating from node
#1. As each AP propagates in from neighboring node
#5 it generates in the injured node #6 only a low
amplitude oscillation (see inset in Fig. 7(b)); this is
consistent with the result that regime d nodes are inex-
citable by constant Istim. Similarly (but not shown in
Fig. 7(b)), a regime c injured node, though firing spon-
taneously at an extremely high rate (i.e., generating
ectopic excitation at node #6), blocks onward propagation of
incoming AP traffic because the extra depolarizing input
results in regime c type depolarizing block.

When the injured mid-axon node spontaneously fires and
sends APs in both anterograde and retrograde directions (see
Fig. 7(a)), not all spikes are transmitted. As firing frequency
in the injured node increases with LSAC (keeping AC01) it
eventually becomes too rapid for the uninjured adjacent
nodes: consecutive injured-node APs that occur during the
refractory period of adjacent nodes are not both transmitted.
Thus firing frequency at the adjacent (intact) node
decreases.

For axons receiving no Istim at node #1, Fig. 8ai plots
spike frequencies for an injured node (#6) spontaneously
firing and an adjacent intact node as LSAC is increased. All
intact nodes fire at the same frequency since APs in intact
nodes are faithfully transmitted. With increasing LSAC, the
system changes from propagating all ectopic APs (1:1 prop-
agation) to propagating only 2 for every 3 generated at the
injured node (3:2 propagation) to propagating only 1 for
every 2 (2:1 propagation) (see Fig. 8aii). In other words, the
resonant frequency of the injured node is substantially
higher than that of the intact nodes.

What happens if there is incoming (anterograde) stimu-
lation that was initated at node #1? Fig. 8(b) plots firing
frequency for nodes #1, #5, #6 and #10. Node #6 is injured
and, as described above, all “downstream” nodes (exempli-
fied by 10) have exactly the same firing frequency. Node #5,
however, lies between the stimulated (#1) and injured node
(#6) and is impacted by the different-frequency incoming
APs generated in both. Node #5 consequently shows com-
plex erratic behavior. At nodes closer to the stimulated one
(node #1), the interfering effects of the injured node are less
pronounced. It should be possible to test this scenario ex-
perimentally by monitoring firing frequency at (minimally)
three distant points along a myelinated axon, comparing the
effect of irreversible trauma to that of reversible agents
known to left-shift Nav1.6 kinetics. At the middle point, a
reversible left-shifting agent could be applied e.g., highly
localized heating (Thomas et al. 2009; Smit et al. 2009)
then, perhaps, ciguatoxin (Hogg et al. 2002) and, finally,
trauma. A change in firing frequency, or possibly a silencing
of the most distal point would indicate a change in excit-
ability mid-axon, if firing frequency behaves as modeled
here. This would not only help confirm whether trauma, like
heat and ciguatoxin, causes Nav channels to left-shift, but
also have implications for such conditions as neuropathic
pain where ectopically generated APs are the source of the
condition (Devor 2009).

3.5 Ion homeostasis (one node with channels, pumps, volumes)

This section on ion homeostasis (Figs. 9, 10, 11) focuses on the
consequences for Na+-loading of Nav-CLS. We return to a
single node of Ranvier, but with pumps, and thus with [Na+]
and [K+] allowed to vary within their defined intracellular and

Fig. 7 Saltatory action potential propagation and CLS trauma. (a)
Vm(t) at the spontaneously firing injured (AC01, LSAC07 mV) node
#6 and at node #10. Node #1 (not shown) fires like node #10. The
delay between node #6 and #10 action potentials represents the prop-
agation time through the intervening nodes. (b) Vm(t) at initial (#1),
injured (#6) and end (#10) nodes. Injury (AC01, LSAC019 mV) is at t0
0 ms. Node #1 stimulation (black bar) starts at t0300 ms. APs prop-
agate to node #6, whose regime d injury blocks further propagation.
Subsequent nodes (e.g. node #10) remain inactive. The inset is a blow-
up of the first part of the adjacent traces
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extracellular volumes. Particulars of firing regimes identified
in the previous sections can be expected to differ subtly when

ion reversal potentials are free to vary. In these simulations (see
Fig. 9(a)), the system was equilibrated for 200 ms then trauma
was applied. As AC and LSAC were varied, five different
“regimes” (Fig. 9ai–v and b) were identified. The previous
points regarding combination of these factors still apply: e.g., if
LSAC is extremely small, a large AC has negligible effect
beyond hyper-excitability (in vivo, of course, hyper-
excitability could be a decidedly non-negligible consequence).
This applies, too, for small AC, large LSAC. The first regime
characterized (termed “transient firing”) shows spontaneous
firing then (over time), under the influence of pump activity,
a return to a new excitable steady-state (see Fig. 9ai; not
shown: excitability was verified using Istim). Larger trauma
induces a regime with periodic burst firing (Fig. 9aii). This is
similar to responses in a comparable system (Kager et al. 2000)
in which electrogenic Na/K pump current was varied: reducing
a hyperpolarizing pump current there yields a similar outcome
to augmenting a depolarizing current (i.e. window current) in
our system. Between bursts, the membrane is excitable (i.e.,
Istim elicits spikes, not shown). The third regime, once the
system settles, consists of spontaneous tonic firing
(Fig. 9aiii). The fourth (Fig. 9aiv), which we term mini-
bursts, occurs for a very limited set of AC and LSAC and
consists of periodic bursting at a reduced amplitude accompa-
nied by a large dissipation of the sodium gradient (i.e., from
about ENa050 mV to 0 mV). Finally (Fig. 9av), major trauma
renders the system inexcitable with, again, collapse of the
[Na+] gradient. Interestingly, this regime, whichwe term “leak-
ing-pumping” is characterized by a hyperpolarizedEK, withVm
unchanged from the control steady-state. EK hyperpolarizes
because pumps must work extra fast to compensate the very
large window-current based Na+-leak (trauma does not impair
the pump in this model) and the simultaneous uptake of K+

hyperpolarizes EK. Vm stays unchanged because it is dominat-
ed by the unspecified leak whose reversal potential, Eleak,, is
(by definition) unaffected by the trauma-associated depletion
of specific ion gradients.

3.6 ATP depletion

The Na/K pump is ATP-fuelled: as intense pumping at
traumatized nodes of Ranvier depleted ATP reserves, pumps
would slow or stop. As Na+ and K+ gradients dissipated, the
Ca2+ gradient (coupled to Na+ via the Na/Ca exchanger)
would dissipate, triggering Ca2+-mediated excitotoxicity
and axon loss. These late steps are left as inferences, how-
ever, based on what we model, which is pump rates.

As depicted in Fig. 10 for 4 different values of LSAC
(AC01), when Nav-CLS causes the value of ENa to fall,
the Na/K pumps speed up; the plots show pump current
normalized to the intact steady-state rate of pumping. When
ENa depolarizes and EK hyperpolarizes, pump activity,
which, following Michaelis-Menten values listed in

Fig. 8 Node-to-node transmission fidelity and increasing CLS trauma. (a)
i. Spontaneous firing rate at the injured node, and triggered rates at intact
nodes as LSAC increases (AC01). APs in nodes #5 or #7 propagate
faithfully, so firing rates are identical in all intact nodes. However,
beyond~LSAC07 mV intact nodes cannot fire as fast as the injured node.
ii. The same data set plotted as ratios shows that as the propagation ratio
diminishes with increasing LSAC, it does so in integer ratios. (b) Firing rate
at the indicated nodes when node #1 is stimulated. Nodes beyond the
injured node (#6), exemplified by node #10, behave like intact nodes in
(a), but nodes between the stimulated and injured nodes (e.g. node #5) do
not, since they receive both stimulated APs propagating from node #1 and
(higher frequency) ectopic APs propagating from node #6
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Table 1, is stimulated by the increasing intracellular [Na+]
and by increasing extracellular [K+] associated with these
[ion] changes. These changes can be taken as an index of
ATP requirements. With a 2 mV CLS, the node fires in
bursts of APs (Fig. 9ii) causing pump activity to intermit-
tently increase 2.3-fold. A 5 mV CLS causes periodic firing
and pump activity increases >2 fold in a sustained fashion. It
is notable that at CLS030 mV, even though excitability is
blocked due to Nav-inavailability, ENa depolarizes and EK

hyperpolarizes as a result of CLS window current based
Na+-leak; accordingly, pump activity, increases >2-fold then
slowly (>5 min) decreases to an elevated steady-state that is

1.6-fold above the normal pump rate. At the other trauma
extreme, even the small CLS traumas seen in Fig. 9ai
(1.7 mV) and Fig. 9aii (2 mV) increase pump activity >2-
fold (that for the duration of spontaneous CLS-elicited firing
(a one-time increase for 10 s in the case of 9Ai, and peri-
odically, ~10 s increases every minute in the case of 9Aii
(seen in Fig. 10 for this example)). Where ATP reserves
were already compromised (e.g., due to trauma-related is-
chemia), Nav-CLS-elicited changes in axonal excitability,
both for mild and extreme CLS cases, would further deplete
those reserves, thus slowing the pumps and further depolariz-
ing nodal Vm. Not surprisingly, ectopic tonic firing (due to a

Fig. 9 (a) Regimes of CLS-
induced activity when the pump
remains active. For intact axons
at steady-state, LSAC is imposed
at t00. A selection of Vm(t) plots
(AC01), i to v (each is also la-
beled with a descriptive name),
are shown (note different time
scales). To verify that a stable
steady-state had been reached for
LSAC01.7 mV, the model was
run for 1,000 s. (b) is a summary
plot of system behaviors (or
“regimes”, labeled with the
names from (a) for a range of AC
and LSAC values. Although the
regime plot is incomplete be-
cause of difficulty identifying the
transitions between behaviors, it
gives a qualitative picture of
possible spontaneous and there-
fore dysfunctional (ectopic)
behaviors in an axon with-Nav
CLS
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5 mV Nav-CLS; see Fig. 9aiii and Fig. 10) is the most
“expensive” situation, but milder and stronger CLS situations
are almost as bad in terms of ATP demands.

3.7 Changing the volume of the extracellular compartment

In the section with pumps, we have used equal-sized interior
and exterior volumes, but in reality, for axons of different
calibers, these compartments would vary substantially in ab-
solute and relative terms. Moreover, both compartments’ vol-
umes could change following trauma in conjunction with
blebbing, beading, osmotic swelling, edema and so on.
Trauma-induced swelling of neighboring glia, accompanied
by altered solute uptake capabilities and glial K-channel ac-
tivity, could alter the effective volume of the exterior compart-
ment (Kimelberg 2004; Di et al. 2000; Seifert et al. 2009). All
these volume-related factors via effects on pump rates, should
modulate excitability patterns, possibly yielding paroxysmal
behavior patterns, as recently described for mechanistically
more complex simulations by Coggan et al. (2011) and by
Krishnan and Bazhenov (2011). When different volumes are
considered in “with-pump” simulations, it is necessary to
follow the system long enough for pump activity to bring
the system to its new steady-state. Figure 11 illustrates how
compartment volume can dramatically affect the patterns of
(dysfunctional) excitability; for a spontaneously firing (mildly
traumatized; LSAC02 mV, AC01) node, the effect of varying
exterior volume from 0.1X through to 4X the internal volume
was simulated. After the CLS (the “mild trauma”) was im-
posed at t00, the destabilized system immediately began
spiking then some time to attain a new (unstable) steady state.
Although we simulated for 300 s, we have plotted only to
150 s (the systems always appeared stationary by then). Given
that the underlying kinetic properties of the channels and
pump were invariant (only volumes varied), the inescapable
conclusion is that a wide range of concentration-dependent

burst dynamics are possible as volume-and-time varying driv-
ing forces and pump currents change to copewith the systems’
mildly damaged conductance mechanisms. In real systems
there could be many concurrent changes in system variables,
independent of the conductance mechanisms themselves:
pump density and/or the maximal pump rate could change
with time, unstirred layers could be a factor, external and/or
internal volumes could be changing. Under those circumstan-
ces, time variant burst dynamics with characteristics “from A-
to-F” (and beyond) could be anticipated, even if channel
kinetics remained stable after the initial trauma-perturbation.
If, with axolemmal deterioration, Nav-CLS progressively
worsened (i.e. CLS >2 mV; recall that what all the patterns
in Fig. 11 are for a 2 mVCLS-trauma), even a greater range of
variability in burst dynamic patterns would be expected, all
without invoking any novel conductance mechanisms. This
mild Nav-CLS can generate subthreshold oscillations (see
expanded section, Fig. 11(e)), a feature of traumatized neurons
(see Kovalsky et al. 2009) as well as of neurons exposed to
certain Nav toxins (Hogg et al. 2002). As Izhikevich (2001)
showed, a basic HH excitability structure is sufficient to
generate subthreshold oscillations like this, provided the inacti-
vation process is dramatically slowed. Our CLS systems pos-
sess no slow inactivation process, but feature a very different
slow process that develops due to pump/CLS-window-current
interactions. It is self-evident that to have a chance of surviving,
any mildly traumatized axon must have well-functioning
pumps. Consequently, the mild Nav-CLS trauma system, as
modeled here, necessarily has an emergent ultra-slow time
constant, associated with Na/K pump current counteracting a
“sub-threshold persistent window current-based Nav-leak”.

4 Discussion

Pathologies of excitable cells are exacerbated by Nav chan-
nel dependent hyper- and/or hypo-excitability, ectopic exci-
tation and cell loss (Mantegazza et al. 2010). Upon
mechanical, ischemic, or inflammatory injuries to central
and peripheral axons, Nav channels acquire elevated open
probabilities. In multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis, diabetic neuropathy, epilepsy, carpal tunnel syndrome,
muscular dystrophy, and more, Na+-leak through genetically
normal neuronal and muscle Nav channels impairs excit-
ability and causes cell death (Allen et al. 2010; Kuwabara et
al. 2006; Hirn et al. 2008: Weiss et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2006;
Ritter et al. 2009; Misawa et al. 2009; Vucic and Kiernan
2010). For recombinant skeletal muscle and neuronal Nav
channels, we previously showed that bleb-inducing mem-
brane damage causes progressive hyperpolarizing (“left”)
shifts (up to ~35–40 mV) (Tabarean et al. 1999; Wang et
al. 2009). Fast inactivation of Nav channels, though inher-
ently voltage-independent, is kinetically limited by (hence,

Fig. 10 Pump current, hence ATPase activity, in traumatized nodes.
Pump current (normalized to the intact steady-state, “CLS00 mV”
current, which is 10.731 μA/cm2), during 3 of the time courses shown
in Fig. 9 for LSAC as labeled (AC01). For 5 mV, the broad-looking plot
is actually fluctuations of pump activity as the system responds to
unremitting firing
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Fig. 11 System dynamics are
volume-sensitive, reflecting
limited pump capacity. In these
simulations the entire node was
given a mild CLS trauma (AC0
1, LSAC02 mV) at t00, which
caused repetitive bursts of APs,
with the ion gradients (dashed
lines for ENa, dots for EK)
varying according to the atten-
dant Na+ and K+ fluxes. Going
from (a–f), the relative size of
the extracellular space
increases: interior volume (see
Tables 1 and 2) was fixed and
exterior volume was varied (as
labeled) as a fraction of the in-
terior volume. Burst frequency,
duration and complexity varied
over a wide range. For (a), (b)
and (e), portions of the simula-
tions are expanded at right. For
e (vertical grey scales: 50 mV),
two parts are further expanded
below (with Vm00 mV indicat-
ed by faint line) to show that
subthreshold voltage oscilla-
tions lead into the burst, and to
show the AP shape.
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coupled to) voltage-dependent activation (see Banderali et
al. 2010). Thus, when activation left-shifts with membrane
damage, steady-state inactivation (0 availability) shifts by the
same amount (Fig. 2); because of this coupled left-shift (CLS),
trauma-induced changes in Nav1.6 current time courses affect
the onset and decay phases to the same extent (Wang et al.
2009). Here, in light of this behavior (i.e. injury-induced Nav-
CLS) of recombinant Nav channels, we investigated, for
computational axons, two aspects of excitable cell physiolo-
gy—Na+/K+ homoeostasis and excitability.

In traumatized CNS axons, nodes of Ranvier exhibit
blebs that can occupy only part of a node (Maxwell 1996)
and more generally, it is reasonable that bilayer damage (and
hence Nav-CLS) would be of non-uniform intensity, even if
it was less evident than are axon blebs or beading. Thus, for
computational axons, we varied both gNa left-shift intensity
(LSAC00–35 mV, sometimes more) and/or the fraction of
nodal axolemma affected (AC00–1). The attendant window
current left-shifts (see Fig. 5), in effect, constituted a vari-
able damage-induced “subthreshold persistent INa”.

For combined LSAC and AC in the low range, the trau-
matized (sub)populations of Nav channels behaved like
ectopic pacemaker channels, yielding tonic or burst firing
of varying complexities (e.g., Figs. 5(a)b or 9aii). For com-
bined LSAC and AC in the high range (e.g., Figs. 5(a)d or 9av),
effects of inactivation became dominant, so Nav-CLS blocked
the axon’s ability to generate APs, even in response to stimuli.
Damage responses are summarized in trauma regime plots,
Figs. 5(b) and 9(b) (for simulations without and with pump
activity, respectively). Invariably, imposing a Nav-CLS in-
creased Na/K ATPase activity (illustrated for small and large
CLS, Fig. 10) to counteract the Na+-loading. Secondarily, this
would counter the onset of Ca2+-excitoxicity. However, it is
important to stress that CLS-induced “hypo-excitability” does
not confer neuroprotection; the CLS large enough to render
nodes inexcitable yields a strongly shifted Iwindow that contin-
ually runs down the value of ENa (e.g. Fig. 9(v)).

The Na+-loading rates and firing pattern regimes of axons
with Nav-CLS depended not only on Nav gating characteristics
and but also on levels of pump activity, and these in turn
depended on the magnitudes of simulated axoplasmic/extracel-
lular spaces. Conditions consistent with degeneration devel-
oped within minutes of imposing Nav-CLS (e.g. Figs. 9, 10).
However, given even smaller CLSs, larger effective extracellu-
lar volumes (Huff et al. 2011), hyperpolarization-inducing con-
tributions from K+-channels (C. Gu and Y. Gu 2011) whose
activity increased with adverse conditions (Shi and Sun 2011),
and other factors, lethal Na+-loading could plausibly be circum-
vented for hours or days. For mildly traumatized axons,
staunching the Nav leak pharmacologically during that time
window might allow for cell-mediated removal/repair of the
damaged Nav-bearing axolemma, though little is known about
remodeling at the mature node of Ranvier.

Myelinated tracts of the uppermidbrain carry consciousness-
sustainingAP traffic (Blyth andBazarian 2010;Massimini et al.
2009). When punches accelerate/decelerate brain tissue, the
midbrain incurs the highest strains and strain-rates (Viano et
al. 2005); how a hook punch (e.g.) can induce almost instanta-
neous unconsciousness is unknown, but knockout punches
constitute traumatic brain injury linked to diffuse axonal injury.
If midbrain strains in cortico-thalamic tract axons abruptly
caused Nav-CLS, LSAC/AC magnitudes would surely differ
among axons, with expected effects on AP traffic ranging from
immediate onset of ectopic activity to immediate block of
saltatory propagation. In some instances, the sudden multi-
axon perturbation of AP traffic might suffice to ablate
consciousness.

Hyperstimulating rat CA1 hippocampal neurons with epi-
leptic discharge causes them to develop a left-shifted and
enlarged Nav window current (Sun et al. 2006). In brains
subjected to oxygen-glucose deprivation, the Nav-rich axon
initial segments of cortical neurons are highly vulnerable to
TTX-sensitive excitotoxic degeneration (Schafer et al. 2009).
In all these scenarios, bilayer damage-induced CLS (second-
ary to ATP-deprived Na/K pumps to ATP-deprived phospho-
lipid flippases, to reactive oxygen species build-up) could
explain the Nav channel malfunctions.

Our results suggest that transient INa (in the form of dis-
placed window current) could explain the lethal TTX-sensitive
Na+-leak of traumatized axons without invoking novel trauma-
induced non-inactivating states. We do not intend to imply that
Nav channels gating in slow mode(s) is irrelevant, but rather
that Nav channels gating in fast mode is relevant to Nav-leak,
and hence to the pharmacology of Nav-leak, in ways that may
have been overlooked. In any case, slowly-inactivating
Nav1.6-INa, when present, also left-shifts with membrane dam-
age (Wang et al. 2009; Morris et al. 2012).

To model Nav-CLS-based trauma, we modified HH-type
gNa so it mimicked voltage clamp currents (Wang et al. 2009)
in which blebbing damage and hyperpolarization altered INa(t)
identically (after amplitude normalization). For CLS, we ap-
plied identical AC and LSAC values to the HH m and h param-
eters, then, for total axonal INa, summed intact and shifted
populations (see Eq. (10) and the lead-up to it). The outcome
was remarkably similar to the pacemaking somatic INa of
rhythmically firing interneurons (Taddese and Bean 2002).
For axons, of course, pacemaking type excitability is pro-
foundly pathological. A noteable exception is the first post-
soma nodes of certain neurons, where a subthreshold persistent
INa facilitates high frequency firing (Kole 2011).

Hodgkin (1948) noted that over time, isolated axons gen-
erate several distinctive firing patterns and Morris and Lecar
(1981) noted comparable qualitatively different firing patterns
in internally-perfused giant muscle fibers. Isolated axons and
cytoplasm-free muscle cells have deteriorating membranes,
yet activity patterns in these “sick cells” have helped
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categorize the distinctive rhythmicities of physiologically ro-
bust interneurons (Prescott et al. 2008). Evidently, physiolog-
ical and pathological rhythmicities are close kin, a theme that
re-emerges here (see also Coggan et al. 2010; 2011; Volman et
al. 2011). Since voltage sensor stability depends on the
bilayer’s mechanical state (Schmidt and MacKinnon 2008;
Krepkiy et al. 2009; Finol-Urdaneta et al. 2010), altering
axonal bilayer intentionally (developmentally, physiological-
ly, pharmacologically (Prescott et al. 2008; Börjesson et al.
2010)) or through misadventure (trauma, ischemia, inflamma-
tion, lipophilic poisons), will modulate neuronal excitability. It
will be important to establish experimentally whether firing
patterns are pushed into different regimes via bilayer-state
mediated Nav (and/or Kv) shifts. The elevated lipid order
characteristic of healthy Nav-rich axon initial segments may
help minimize CLS (and hence spontaneous-firing).
Neuroprotective Nav reagents, including omega fatty acids,
are lipophilic (Li et al. 2009; Bruno et al. 2007; Bailes and
Mills 2010; Isose et al. 2010) and some might partition pref-
erentially into blebbed axolemma, giving them heightened
efficacy on left-shifted channels (see Morris 2011a, b;
Morris et al. 2012).

Though Nav channels strongly dominate nodal conductan-
ces, modeling trauma solely via effects on Nav channels is a
clear oversimplification. Kv channels could also become left-
shifted. We modeled several such conditions and found that
for mild Nav-CLS/Kv-LS, co-shifting Kv is protective, while
large co-shifts broaden the range over which Nav-CLS yields
ectopic AP trains.

For Nav-CLS simulations with pumps, we thought it un-
likely that aqueous compartment volumes would be invariant
in trauma situations, and so we considered how altering the
demands on pump activity would affect Nav-CLS induced
ectopic bursting patterns. The consequences of the finite ca-
pacity of the Na/K pump was dramatically apparent. In a
mildly traumatized system receiving assorted noisy inputs, it
is reasonable to predict that irregular “paroxysms” of excit-
ability should result. Since neurons in brain slice experiments
show left-shifted Nav availability and activation due to
epileptic-discharge (Sun et al. 2006) some paroxysmal behav-
iors seen in conjunction with epilepsy (see Coggan et al. 2011)
might be explained this way.

Like Nav channels, K channels and Na/K-ATPase function
is sensitive to the state of membrane lipids (Marques and Guerri
1988; Schmidt and Mackinnon 2008). Trauma inhibits Na/K
pumps (Ross and Soltesz 2000), facilitates activation of back-
ground K-channels (Wan et al. 1999) and, tellingly, elicits
aberrant paranodal Kv current (Shi and Sun 2011). Though
Kv inhibitors helped restore propagation through traumatized
nodes, the longer term reality is that any trauma-shifted Nav
window current would continue to stress the pumps. A deeper
understanding of the electrical and ionic dynamics of injured
excitable systems can be gained from dynamical analyses

(bistability and bifurcations) of the systems in question
(Volman et al. (2011), Coggan et al. (2011), and Krishnan and
Bazhenov (2011)). In a companion study, we have undertaken
such analyses for Nav-CLS-based axolemmal damage (unpub-
lished results, Na Yu, C.E.M, P-A. B., B.J., André Longtin).
Wang et al. (2009) pointed out that traumatic damage intensity,
in vivo, would almost certainly be “smeared out” over a range
of left-shifted voltages. Some of the Nav-CLS modeling done
in connection with those dynamical analyses takes that into
account; here we always assumed 1or 2 subpopulations of Nav
channels (AC00 or AC01 for one population, AC0some inter-
mediate value for 2 populations). Smeared CLS yields a robust
tendency for the behavior observed here in Fig. 11e, in which
burst activity grow from and terminates with subthreshold
voltage oscillations such as are a characteristic feature of neu-
ropathic discharge (see Kovalsky et al. 2009).

In conclusion, modeling here supports the following hy-
pothesis: the propensity of Nav channel operation to left-shift
(Nav-CLS) in regions of plasma membrane bilayer damage
could account for the treacherous “persistent INa” of mildly
traumatized (or otherwise damaged) Nav-rich neurons. If this
is correct, then window-current-based persistent INa-leak con-
tributes to the TTX-sensitive Na+-leaks of sick excitable cells
(Morris et al. 2012). Slow-inactivated INa-leak (see Wang et al.
2009; Lenkey et al. 2011) is another possible component, but
was not studied here. Ideal neuroprotective Nav-antagonists
might, therefore be lipophilic molecules (Lenkey et al. 2011)
whose molecular features allow them to accumulate preferen-
tially in damaged-bilayer regions of excitable cell plasma
membranes (Morris 2011b).
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